The invention is described in the following statement:
Field of the invention
# 4 wheeled tilting vehicles with laterally spaced wheels rely on being positioned close to the vertical when not in motion or at very slow speeds .
# 4 wheeled tilting vehicles also rely on being positioned in a progressively increasing tilted attitude as lateral acceleration increases.
# The effective vehicle stability is determined by the position of its center of gravity  with respect to the position of the wheels contact patches and the inclination of the vehicle and the lateral acceleration of the vehicle.
# a most effective stability can be achieved with a wheel at each corner of the vehicle.
Background of the invention
Tilting vehicles can be inherently narrow. This allows the vehicle to achieve improved efficiency by a reduction in footprint and a reduction in frontal area and these characteristics also increases the manoeuvrability of these vehicles.
Manoeuvrability at slow speed is further enhanced if the rear wheels are less laterally spaced than the front wheels because this allows the vehicle to turn sharply around an obstacle with less likelihood of impacting the rear of the vehicle with the obstacle. 
Tilting vehicles can find increasing stability at speed if the stability is increased with lateral acceleration.
 As speeds increase the requirements for tight turning do not exist and an increase in the effective width at the rear related to an increase of the lateral acceleration of the vehicle is a desirable attribute that will not diminish manoeuvrability at higher speeds.
It is therefore an intention to describe a method whereby manoeuvrability.at slow speed can be increased while increased stability can be provided without a reduction in manoeuvrability at high speed. 
The vehicle to achieve these aims is described as;
A four wheeled tilting vehicle where:
* the front wheels are laterally spaced 460mm or more between centre of contact patches;
* the rear wheels are laterally spaced less than 460mm between centre of contact patches; 
* where the rear wheels increase track width with increasing vehicle tilt angle.
It can be shown that at slow speeds if the driver wants to pass around an obstacle and then turn the path will be similar as shown in FIG 1 . FIG 1 shows a typical path of the vehicle wheels when such a manoeuvre is made. The obstacle is shown as "X" the turn radius is shown as 5 meters and two examples are illustrated [ A] and [B]., The inner rear wheel paths are shown as a green dashed line in {A] and as a red dotted line in [B] . It is clear that the example in [A] represents an indication of how better manoeuvrability is achieved with a reduced rear track width.
It will be seen that the width of the lateral spacing of the rear wheels determines a] the vehicle stability and b] the vehicle manoeuvrability so it is clear that a trade off is required to optimise these two conflicting requirements. It is also clear that to achieve maximum stability and manoeuvrability the body of the vehicle should not extend outside the rear wheels which goes to the original statement that the wheels should be positioned at the "corners of the vehicle" The Fig 1 illustration is shown purely to illustrate the principle.
It is also known that as vehicle speeds increase the potential for a curved path with small radius diminishes. So it is shown that the vehicle of this invention increases its rear track with increasing lateral acceleration and so maximum stability is provided as speeds increase without decreasing high speed manoeuvrability. 
Existing prior art show examples of tilting vehicle mechanisms where the effective track width increases with vehicle tilt angle. This method is well understood in the prior art and many similar systems can be arranged to act as a component of our invention To confirm this point reference is made to US4887829 which describes a vehicle tlting system where the rear wheel track increases with vehicle tilt angle and US4887829 is hereby incorporated into our document.
CLAIMED DISCLOSURE: 
Tilting vehicle with four wheels where:
* the front wheels are laterally spaced 460mm or more between centre of contact patches;
* the rear wheels are laterally spaced less than 460mm between centre of contact patches; 
* where the rear wheels lateral spacing increase with increasing vehicle tilt angle.
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